
 

Warmup Triangle Target Practice 

 
 

Description  

Students will test and hone their intuition for how to move a shape in 2D and 3D using 

translations and rotations. Their task will be to “hit” a series of targets by selecting 

transformations that will move a starting triangle onto the target.  

 

Note: This lesson is a simpler version of a full 8th grade transformations lesson that is available 

in the BlocksCAD assignments. It is ideal for elementary school students or as a warmup 

activity for older students who are learning the platform.  

 

Learning Objectives 

● Students will demonstrate an understanding of 2D and 3D coordinate planes 

● Students will choose transformations strategically to accomplish tasks 

● Students will explore multiple ways to move a shape to the same place 

 

Videos 

● BlocksCAD Quickstart: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RNKVn7lijM 

● The Translate Block: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ulQa_sO8ms 

● Working with Code: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBRaaPGuO2E 

● Rotation Basics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwzv1bTPmUU 

 

Review/Prior Knowledge 

This activity is best for reinforcing transformation and rotation skills that students have already 

learned in BlocksCAD, but it can also be used to introduce these tools in the platform.  

 

Resources 

● Warmup Triangle Target Practice Student Worksheet  → Student guide for exploration 

● Triangle Target Practice SF.xml → Provides blocks for students to load to begin lesson 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RNKVn7lijM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ulQa_sO8ms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBRaaPGuO2E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwzv1bTPmUU


Teacher Notes 

 

General Introduction:  Before beginning the BlocksCAD portion of the lesson, review relevant 

definitions of transformations and the coordinate plane as needed based on your students’ 

proficiency. This could include having students act out transformations by moving around the 

classroom or by moving objects like their phone or their pencil on their desk in response to 

particular prompts (ie. “Move three steps in the positive x-direction.”) 

 

BlocksCAD Introduction/Refresher: All necessary blocks will already be built in the imported 

.xml file, so students need not have any deep knowledge of BlocksCAD building. They should, 

however, be familiar with the Transform blocks and how to nest multiple Transforms around the 

same object. Be sure students are also familiar with enabling and disabling blocks (by 

right/CTRL clicking) so that they can proceed through the lesson one target at a time. Savvy 

students may expand targets to see how they got where they are, so either discourage or 

monitor this technique.  

 

Exploration: 

Have students open the “Warmup Triangle Target Practice” BlocksCAD file. Give students time 

to progress through the lesson one target at a time, filling out the table on their handout with the 

transformations they are using. Once they have completed one target, they can remove the 

transformation blocks they used and delete them so that they have the green Starting Block 

returned to its original place. If they accidentally delete the green starting block, use CTRL-z or 

the back button at the top of the workspace to get the block back. Example solutions are 

provided in the table below, but students may also come up with other ways to hit each target! 

You can challenge students who finish early to try to find a second way to hit certain targets.  

 

Target 
Number 

Transformations Target 
Number 

Transformations 

 
1 

Translate +20 units along 
the x-axis 

 
5 

Rotate 90° around the x-axis 

 
2 

Translate +30 units along 
the y-axis 

 
6 

Rotate 180° around the x-axis 
then translate -20 units along 

the x-axis 

 
3 

Translate -10 units along 
the x-axis and +10 units 

along the y-axis 

 
7 
 

Rotate 180° around the z-axis 
then translate +20 units along 

the x-axis and the y-axis 

 
4 

Rotate 90° around the z-
axis 

 
8 

Rotate 180° around the z-axis 
then translate +40 units along 

the x-axis and the y-axis 

 


